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Explanation of Changes – CS House Bill 107

"An Act relating to certain fish; and establishing a fisheries rehabilitation permit."

Title
• Page 1 line 1 changes the title by replacing the word enhancement with the word rehabilitation.

Sec. 1
• Page 1 line 4 replaces the word enhancement with the word rehabilitation.
• Page 1 line 5 replaces the word enhancement with the word rehabilitation.
• Page 2 line 21 replaces the word enhancement with the word rehabilitation.
• Page 3 line 16 replaces the word enhancement with the word rehabilitation.
• Page 4 line 1 replaces the word enhancement with the word rehabilitation.
• Page 4 line 16 replaces the word three with the word five, thus extending the period of the permit by two years; enabling permit holders to see results from their efforts.

Sec. 2
• Page 5 line 1 replaces the word enhancement with the word rehabilitation.

Sec. 3
• Page 5 line 7 replaces the word enhancement with the word rehabilitation.
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